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SAVES FUEL & IMPROVES SPEED
Marlowe Von Groote are leading
the propeller revolution

Following 12 years of development, the company has released
Prop Defender a new solution to keep propellers and running
gear free from fouling.
Prop Defender is supplied as a comprehensive kit containing all parts needed for application, which is
simple and easy for both owners and professionals
Designed to last, the coating creates a super slippy surface to which marine growth simply cannot adhere and is flushed off by
propeller revolution. Prop Defender emulates the intelligent dolphin, streamlined,
slick, right at home in the Ocean, slides through the water with ease and elegance.
Unlike other products on the market Prop Defender does not use aggressive primers and is completely free of toxins,
solvents, VOC’s and biocides.
As a non hazardous product it can be delivered direct in the standard mail – passing on big savings to captains and owners.
The 400ml kit will treat nearly 9 ft2 of propeller and stern gear surfaces and at less than £60 including VAT and UK mainland
delivery. The result? Prop Defender pays for itself in fuel savings alone in less than 2 months.
The finished coat is glass reinforced for toughness and its clear gleaming appearance gives a super tough glossy finish for lasting
propeller protection. Prop Defender can be applied with confidence on stainless steel, nibral, bronze and aluminium

Where can I get Prop Defender?
The kit can be posted by normal mail as it is free of solvents,
toxic chemicals, hazardous ingredients or biocides. This means
Prop Defender can be purchased from www.propdefender.com
for next day delivery (UK Mainland).

How easy is it to apply?

Effortless to apply by the boat owner or professional applicator
alike. There are no complex primers and no tight timescales for
over-coating. Prepare and apply quickly or slowly, your choice.
The application instructions are straight forward to follow,
thoroughly tested and by following the detailed advice, users will
achieve perfect protective coating.

How long will it last?

Prop Defender is effective and durable and should last a
minimum of one whole season, probably more. The coating does
not wear out its only enemy is damage or abrasion.
Prop Defender is unaffected and will not lose any of its
properties if kept out of the water.

CONTACT US AT www.propdefender.com

Marlowe Von Groote Ltd

Portland House, Belmont Business Park, Durham DH1 1TW
Telephone: +44 (0)191 580 5339 info@propdefender.com

Is it expensive?

Due to its advanced technology, Prop Defender is probably
the most economical system on the market. It will save fuel
and improve efficiency and usually pays for itself in a matter of
weeks or months.
It is available direct to the customer, buyers save on price.
Boating is expensive enough, but Prop Defender is affordable,
effective, safe and easy to apply, meaning buyers save money.

What can I use it on?

Propellors, rudders, underwater lights, trim tabs, shafts, bow
thrusters.

